
 

The following Pricing Policy applies to the use of Bloq.It services through its website or Mobile App or                  

affiliated sites providing services, owned and operated by Bloqstrx, Lda (hereinafter referred to as              

“Bloq.it”), a company incorporated under the Portuguese law, with registered office at Rua Vitorino              

Nemésio, Lote 63B, 1st floor, Lisbon, with the tax identification number 515178683 and the share capital                

of EUR 2.000,00 (two thousand euros). 

The following prices are charged to the user by Bloq.it, for renting one or multiple doors of our lockers.                   

The exact prices are also displayed to the user before the user can start using the service, including the                   

price for starting fee and price per minute. The prices will range from values depending on location or                  

active campaigns in the lockers being rented. Besides the model of pricing stated above, there might be                 

occasional promotional campaigns, or similar. These might remove the flat starting fee or give a               

discounted price at the end of the usage. 

The minimal price for using our service is EUR 0,50 (fifty cents). If the usage from the user is lower than                     

this value, the service will be provided for free. 

Each compartment of the locker has a starting fee, paid to start the usage session. This fee can range                   

from EUR 0,50 (half an euro) to EUR 2,00 (two euros) 

The billing system after the start of rental of lockers works on the minute basis. There are different prices                   

depending on the type of locker. 

Small Door (“brick”) per minute fee can range from: EUR 0,01 (one cent) to EUR 0.05 (five cents) per                   

each small compartment being rented. 

Big Door (“Box”) per minute fee: 0,01 (one cent) to EUR 0.05 (five cents) per each big door being rented. 

Before the user can start the rent, Bloq.it validates the payment method provided by the user with an                  

authorization for EUR 25,00 (twenty five euros). This will be considered the maximum amount the user                

can be charged with, without including any extraordinary fees as a result of damages caused by the user                  

to the locker, in which case the values represented in the Terms of Service from Bloq.it will be charged to                    

the user. 

The amount the user will be charged with depends on the rent pricing, which is stated before starting the                   

rent, paying one opening fee and an amount per minute. The maximum amount of minutes the user will                  

be charged with is 18 hours. 

 



 

There are also penalties and fees applied when the user breaks the Terms of Service. 
 
There is a fee of EUR 1,00 (one euro) in case the user leaves the door open for more than 15 minutes 
while having an active rent. The user is warned of this while using the app. This fee can be given multiple 
times in a single rent, if the case happens more than once. 
 
Whenever a user damages a door, making it unusable, a fee of up to EUR 100,00 (one hundred euros) 
might be charged daily, until the door is fully repaired, up to a total amount of EUR 1.000,00 (one 
thousand euros). 
 
Whenever a user exceeds the 12 hour maximum allowed time, we will charge a EUR 1,00 (one euro) 
penalty, plus the remaining time used after the 12 hours were reached, to a maximum of 18 hours. 

 


